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Abstract
Motif discovery is the problem of finding local patterns or motifs from a set of unlabeled sequences. One common representation
of a motif is a Markov model known as a score matrix. Matrix based motif discovery has been extensively studied but no positive
results have been known regarding its theoretical hardness. We present the first non-trivial upper bound on the complexity (worst-
case computation time) of this problem. Other than linear terms, our bound depends only on the motif width w (which is typically
5–20) and is a dramatic improvement relative to previously known bounds. We prove this bound by relating the motif discovery
problem to a search problem over permutations of strings of length w, in which the permutations have a particular property. We give
a constructive proof of an upper bound on the number of such permutations. For an alphabet size of σ (typically 4) the trivial bound
is n! ≈ (n/e)n, n = σw . Our bound is roughly n(σ logσ n)n. We relate this theoretical result to the exact motif discovery program,
TsukubaBB, whose algorithm contains ideas which inspired the result. We describe a recent improvement to the TsukubaBB
program which can give a speed up of nine or more and use a dataset of REB1 transcription factor binding sites to illustrate that
exact methods can indeed be used in some practical situations.
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1. Introduction
Position-specific score matrices (hereafter just score matrices) are routinely used in computational biology to
characterize DNA and protein sequences. Many algorithms have been proposed for discovering motif score matrices
from unlabeled sets of sequences which are thought to include one or more common motifs [2–11]. Except for the last
three references, all of the above methods are heuristic algorithms which offer no guarantees regarding the quality of
their solutions. One of the exact methods implemented with the TsukubaBB [8,9] program can solve some problems
of interest by utilizing bounding techniques which are effective for short motif widths. In this paper we formalize
the effectiveness of focusing on motif width with a constructive proof which limits the number of solutions which
an exact algorithm might have to examine to O((wσ − w)(σw)σw), independent of the length and number of input
sequences. This is a very large (and pessimistic) upper bound, but still a dramatic improvement over the previously
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bounds is roughly (e(σ − 1)w/σw)σw .
We relate the proof result to TsukubaBB and report an improvement in the score based bound calculation used
by the TsukubaBB algorithm. We close by showing that exact programs can process some real problems in a rea-
sonable amount of time. We demonstrate this by measuring the running time of TsukubaBB with a dataset of REB1
transcription factor binding sites.
2. Motif discovery and consistent permutations
Motif discovery is the task of finding a set of meaningful substrings, called motif instances, of some motif (i.e.
pattern) from unlabeled sequences. When applied to analyzing genomic sequences, this is typically simplified by
fixing the motif width to be some small integer w. As this can be viewed as a form of local multiple alignment we call
the set of motif instances an alignment.
The task is to find a set of length w substrings from the input sequences that are similar to each other. The motif is
usually modeled as a w state Markov model M ′, which defines a probability distribution over strings of length w.
The task is to maximize the ratio of the probability that each motif instance would be generated by the motif
model, to the probability that each motif instance would be generated by some fixed background model B ′. Each
motif instance is considered to be generated independently, and therefore the log probabilities can be expressed as
sums over simple quantities.
More formally, let M be a σ × w matrix in which M(i, j) represents the log ratio of the probability of character i
occurring in position j of a string generated by the motif and background models, respectively. The task is to maximize
the score S(M,A), defined below over the matrix M and the strings in alignment A.
S(M, t) =
w∑
i=1
M(ti, i), S(M,A) =
∑
t∈A
S(M, t)
subject to the constraint:
∀i, j M ′(i, j) 0, ∀j
∑
i
M ′(i, j) = 1
where,
∀i, j M(i, j) ≡ log(M ′(i, j))− log(B ′(i)), ∀i B ′(i) 0,
∑
i
B ′(i) = 1.
ti denotes the ith character of motif instance t in A. The constraints on M ′ and B ′, ensure that B ′ and each column of
M ′ are valid probability vectors. B ′ is a given, fixed probability vector (for example: the proportion of characters in
the input sequences, or the overall proportion of DNA bases in the promoter regions of the organism being studied).
The score is maximized over M ′ and A simultaneously, usually with some prior constraints on the choices of A.
In particular, the motif instances in A typically are not allowed to overlap. Other common constraints on A are: to
be of a user stipulated size k; to contain exactly one occurrence in each string (OOPS model), or no more than one
occurrence in each string (ZOOPS model) etc. (The “{Z} OOPS” terminology is due to Bailey [2]).
Given a fixed alignment A and background model B ′, it can be verified (one derivation uses a Lagrange multiplier)
that to obtain the model M ′ which gives the maximum likelihood, one simply sets M ′(i, j) equal to the fraction of
motif instances in A in which character i occurs at position j . Unfortunately, simultaneously optimizing both M ′
and A is difficult. Note however that if we could ask an oracle what the motif model M ′ ∗ of the optimal obtainable
score for a given input is, we could easily find the corresponding alignment. The procedure would simply be to sort
the length w substrings in the input by their likelihood assigned to by M ′ ∗ and choose the first k motif instances
corresponding to the substrings on this list. Note that this does not use all of the information in M ′ ∗, just the ordering
of length w strings. Thus all that we need to ask the oracle for is a list P∗ of all possible length w strings sorted in
the order of the likelihood assigned to them by M ′ ∗. Our main result is an upper bound on the number of possible
answers the oracle could give, i.e. the number of possible permutations of length w strings which could be in sorted
order for some motif model.
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3.1. Intuition
Suppose that the highest scoring string for a given score matrix M is “aaaa”, could “acac” be the (unique) second
highest scoring string? The answer is no, the score for “acac” cannot exceed the scores of either “acaa” nor “aaac”
because they both fix one mismatch between “acac” and the consensus “aaaa”. Generalizing, one can see that the
second string in an M consistent permutation can have no more than one mismatch to the first string and therefore
there are exactly wσ − w candidates for a second string once the first string is known. This kind of ad hoc reasoning
gives a similar bound of wσ − w − 1 for the number of candidates for the third string given the first two. Continuing
this reasoning in an informal way soon becomes unwieldy but this gives the basic intuition behind our proof.
3.2. Preliminaries
We consider the set of distinct strings of length w from an alphabet of size σ . There are σw! permutations of this
set. If we add some constraint to the permutations, that number will generally be reduced. In this paper we consider
permutations that are M consistent, that is in best first score order relative to some σ × w score matrix M of real
numbers. We use the term M consistent partial permutation to denote the first b, 1  b  σw , strings of some M
consistent permutation. The element M(i, j) of a scoring matrix represents the score of the ith character from the
alphabet in column j . Let t = t1t2 . . . tw denote the character indices for a length w string t . The main result of this
paper applies to what we call a column independent additive score. As in the previous section, we denote the score of
a substring relative to a matrix M as:
S(M, t) =
w∑
i=1
M(ti, i).
Here we allow the elements of M to be arbitrary real numbers, so this score is slightly more general than the log
likelihood ratio score of the previous section.
3.3. Proof outline
We first give a brief, informal outline of the theorem and proof. We consider the set of all possible strings of
length w from an alphabet of size σ . The main theorem states that if a permutation of those strings is constrained to
be consistent with some score matrix then the number of possible permutations is drastically reduced. Consider the
choice of the (b + 1)th string given the first b strings of a permutation. With no constraints the number of candidates
for the next string is σw − b, however we prove that given the constraint that the ordering must be consistent with
some scoring matrix, the number of candidates that need to be considered is no more than wσ − w. It is important to
note at the onset that distinct strings can have the same score (indeed all strings may have the same score) for some
score matrices and thus an M consistent permutation is not necessarily unique. With careful handling the possibility
of score ties does not change the results presented here but does complicate the proof language somewhat. Therefore
we present a simplified proof in which some statements may require further qualification if score ties are present.
3.4. Consistent permutation generator
In this section we present a non-deterministic algorithm, CPG, for generating consistent permutations.
Definition 1. Let cij be the ith distinct character to appear in column j of some permutation P. We use the term rank
for i, i.e. we say the rank, R(P, cij , j), of cij in column j (with respect to P) is i. In other words, at the point where
the character cij first appears in column j , the number of characters which have appeared at least once in column j
(including cij ) is R(P, cij , j). We refer to the string c11c12 . . . c1w as the consensus string of P (see Table 1).
CPG extends an M consistent partial permutation Pb by adding one string, where Pb = P1P2 . . . Pb denotes the
first b strings in some permutation. The procedure is repeated in an identical manner for each of the w columns.
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Character ranks for partial permutation “aa, ac,
ca, cg” are shown
P = aa R(P, a,1) = 1 R(P, a,2) = 1
ac R(P, c,2) = 2
ca R(P, c,1) = 2
cg R(P, g,2) = 3
Without loss of generality, we describe the procedure when applied to some column γ . Note that the characters from
the alphabet can be categorized relative to information about M implicit in Pb . Let k, 1  k  σ , be the number of
distinct characters appearing in column γ of Pb . c1γ is the consensus character for column γ and has the highest
possible score of any character in column γ . From these definitions, given Pb we know the rank of c1γ , c2γ , . . . , ckγ ,
in column γ but not the rank of c(k+1)γ , c(k+2)γ , . . . , cσγ .
If Pb is empty (base case) CPG returns all possible strings of length w, otherwise CPG can be broken into two
cases:
1. For each character x of unknown rank in column γ , CPG adds the string obtained by replacing c1γ with x in the
consensus string P1, or equivalently the string: c11c12 . . . c1(γ−1)xc1(γ+1)c1(γ+2) . . . c1w , to the set of candidates
for Pb+1. (In the next iteration of CPG x will have rank 2 in column γ .)
2. For each character of known rank ciγ , 2 i  k, CPG considers the series of strings in Pb with character c(i−1)γ
in column γ , ordered by their position in Pb . CPG considers the string produced by substituting ciγ for c(i−1)γ in
column γ in each string in that series and adds the first one which is not in Pb (unless they are all in Pb , in which
case it adds nothing) to the set of candidates for Pb+1.
Except for the base case which has σw candidates, at most one candidate for each non-consensus character in
each column is generated by CPG, so the number of candidates generated at one step is at most wσ − w. (In fact
when applied to partial permutations of size two or more, the number of candidates never exceeds wσ −w − 1 (proof
omitted).)
Theorem 1. Let Pb be a partial permutation generated by CPG, which is consistent with some score matrix M . One
of the possible extensions of Pb obtained by applying CPG to Pb is consistent with M .
Lemma 1. Considering strings of length w. Let q , t , be strings with S(M,q)  S(M, t) and Hamming distance
H(q, t) = d > 1. At least one string r exists with Hamming distance H(q, r) = 1, such that S(M, r) S(M, t).
Proof of Lemma 1. Let r1, r2, . . . , rd denote the set of d strings such that ∀i H(q, ri) = 1, H(ri, t) = d −1. Omitting
the M in S(M,q),
S(q) − S(t) = 1
d − 1
d∑
i=1
(S(ri) − S(t)
)
(note that each term in the sum will have d −1 non-zero terms while S(q)−S(t) has d non-zero terms). S(q) S(t),
so at least one term in the summation must be non-negative. 
Lemma 2. Let string q denote the highest scoring string not included in Pb . If there are more than one with the same
score arbitrarily pick one that has the minimum hamming distance from its nearest hamming distance neighbor in Pb .
q has a hamming distance of one with at least one string in Pb .
Proof. The proof (omitted for space) follows easily from Lemma 1 and the assumption that Pb is M consistent. 
Lemma 3. Let s be a string with a character of known rank cij in column j given Pb . Let s′ be the same as s except
for substitution of the character of one smaller rank, c(i−1)j in column j . S(M, s′) S(M, s).
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erated by CPG and therefore c(i−1)j and cij both first appeared in Pb via CPG’s case 1, with c(i−1)j appearing
before cij . 
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the set of one or more highest scoring strings not in Pb . Let q be one of those strings
and t be the highest scoring string in Pb such that H(q, t) = 1. Lemmas 1 and 2 guarantee that such a pair of strings
exists. Without loss of generality assume that the column in which q and t differ is the first. Denote the candidate
string produced by applying CPG to Pb for character q1 in column 1 as u. (Note that this implies u1 = q1.) For
purposes of contradiction, assume that u = q . If q1 is a character of unknown rank in Pb then u is the consensus
sequence with q1 substituted in column 1. Thus q cannot have a higher score than u in this case. So q1 must be of
known rank. Let x denote the character of one smaller rank than q1 in column 1. By Lemma 3 we can assert that the
string xt2t3 . . . tw = xq2q3 . . . qw has a better score than q and therefore, by the assumed consistency of Pb , is included
in Pb .
Since xq2q3 . . . qw appears in Pb , and q does not, CPG would only choose u over q if S(xu2u3 . . . uw) 
S(xq2q3 . . . qw). Since q1 = u1 this contradicts our assumption that S(q) > S(u) and completes the proof. 
3.5. Motif discovery with CPG
The score matrix M found by (globally) optimizing a column independent score is a deterministic function of the
input sequence and the exact scoring parameters (e.g. motif width w, background model, pseudocounts, number of
sites allowed per sequence, etc.). One can recover the k best-scoring length w strings, i.e. the k best-scoring instances
of the motif represented by M , by using an M consistent partial permutation P. Length w strings are simply chosen
one by one according to P until a total of k strings are chosen. (The size of the partial permutation needed to do
this may be more or less than k depending on whether strings in P appear more than once or not at all in the input
sequences.) Note that the score matrix is not necessary if the partial permutation P is known. An exhaustive search over
possible partial permutations is guaranteed to include P and thus yields an exact algorithm. For partial permutations
of size  2 CPG can be applied to greatly reduce the size of the search as shown in Fig. 1.
3.6. How many permutations does CPG really generate?
The O(σw − w) bound on the branch factor of CPG is just an upper bound. We have implemented CPG to
investigate the question of how many complete permutations CPG really generates. For w = 2, σ = 4 the answer is
532, 224. Note that although large, this number is significantly less than upper bounds based on worst case branch
factor. For w  3 the number of complete permutations is too large for our program to compute in a reasonable amount
of time. However, in motif discovery we are only interested in the high scoring candidates for motif occurrences and
therefore only need the information contained in a relatively small partial permutation. Table 2 shows the number of
partial permutations of size five and eight for various motif widths. Note that although empirically generated these
numbers also represent a worst case analysis that is independent of the input sequences or details of the scoring
parameters (other than motif width). Exact algorithms which use extra information can be expected to do better as
discussed below.
Fig. 1. Schematic picture of a naïve and CPG based tree search over permutations of strings of length 6 with an alphabet size of 4, showing the
difference in branch factor.
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The number of partial permutations of size 5
and 8 generated by CPG are shown for vari-
ous motif widths with an alphabet size of 4
Motif width Perm. size 5 Perm. size 8
3 2.59 × 105 6.36 × 107
4 3.58 × 106 3.39 × 109
5 4.04 × 107 8.55 × 1010
6 3.52 × 108 1.44 × 1012
7 2.69 × 109 1.89 × 1013
8 1.88× 1010 2.07 × 1014
4. TsukubaBB
In the form described here CPG is primarily a vehicle for proving the upper bound on complexity. To be practically
useful CPG will need to be combined with other bounds that are specific to the given input. This section describes
a recent improvement to the TsukubaBB exact algorithm. We close by measuring the running time of TsukubaBB on
two problems, the results of which support our claim that exact algorithms are not just of theoretical interest.
4.1. How TsukubaBB relates to CPG
For matrix based scoring, the TsukubaBB algorithm [8,9] was the first algorithm to focus on the fact that the motif
width is typically much smaller than the size of the input sequences. It is a branch and bound algorithm which uses
a search tree similar to that discussed here in the context of CPG and also a concept of consistency. It is not, however,
an implementation of CPG, which we have only recently discovered (in fact it could benefit from a redesign which
incorporates the ideas in CPG more directly.) One important difference is that the nodes in the TsukubaBB search
tree represent only strings of length w which appear in the input sequences instead of any possible string of length w.
The consistency concept is similar but the implementation is quite different and will not be reviewed here.
4.2. Improvement to TsukubaBB score based bound
TsukubaBB finds an optimal choice of k (a user specified parameter) length w strings from a set of input sequences.
It does this with an exhaustive tree search but uses a few techniques to prune parts of the search tree where it can
be guaranteed that such pruning cannot prevent the optimal alignment from being found. One bound TsukubaBB
employs is a score based technique which depends on the input sequences. We briefly review this bound here in order
to describe a recent improvement and further relate TsukubaBB to CPG. Let a sub-partition Π = Π1Π2 . . .Πh of
a partial partition P be a subsequence of P (i.e. a subset of the strings in the same order as in P). Consider the total
score of a multiset (a set with possible repeats) of (length w) strings A with three components: A1 contains only
strings other than Πh from Π, A2 contains one or more instances of Πh and A3 contains enough instances of any
strings not in P (and therefore not in Π either) for A to have a total of k strings, i.e. |A1| + |A2| + |A3| = k. Let A′3
be some multiset of size |A3| consisting of strings found only in A1 ∪A2, and A′ denote the union of A1,A2, and A′3.
If P is M consistent then for any choice of A3 and A′3.
S(M,A′) = S(M,A1) + S(M,A2) + S(M,A′3) S(M,A) = S(M,A1) + S(M,A2) + S(M,A3).
The score matrix we are interested in is the score matrix M∗ which maximizes the score of the optimal alignment.
We don’t know the matrix M∗ while we are searching but we can calculate the score matrix M ′ which maximizes the
score of a given A′. TsukubaBB utilizes the fact that if P is M∗ consistent the above equation also holds for M = M ′.
This follows from the convexity of the likelihood score function and is proved in [9]. In TsukubaBB, A is an alignment
and A1 ∪ A2 a partial alignment. Fig. 2 illustrates the TsukubaBB score bound with a small example.
The improvement we report here is conceptually small. It is simply a better heuristic to quickly find a choice of
A′3 which gives a low upper bound. The heuristic is to first try setting A′3 equal to Πh (the string in A2) repeated|A3| times and evaluate that bound. Then try all possible replacements of one string from A1 into A′ . If none yields3
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of one motif instance per sequence) produced by TsukubaBB while descending a particular path in the search tree is shown on top, with lateral
arrows indicating the correspondence between nodes in the search tree and strings chosen for the alignment. Unlike CPG, the TsukubaBB search
tree does not include nodes for strings not found in the input such as “ac”. The bound shown at bottom is valid for any choice shown for A′3.
a better bound quit, otherwise do the replacement in A′3 that yielded the best bound and reiterate. Continue until either
(1) a bound sufficiently high to prune is obtained, (2) the bound ceases to improve or (3) all occurrences of Πh have
been replaced. This heuristic is effective because while A1 represents a parent node in the TsukubaBB search tree
which has survived pruning attempts, the new string Πh has not been tested and in most cases is not a good match for
the strings in A1. Thus adding all possible occurrences of Πh tends to give a good starting point for greedy search.
The original TsukubaBB also uses a greedy search but does not take advantage of the difference between Πh and
the strings in A1 (the old heuristic is described in [9]). This simple improvement can lead to a significant speed up
when k, the number of motif instances TsukubaBB is looking for, is large.
4.3. Example running times
A speed up of nine was obtained for a problem instance of finding 80 motif instances from 80 E.coli promoter
sequences with a motif width of five. Combined with hardware speed-up this allowed this problem instance which
required 111 hours three years ago [9] to be solved in just 161 minutes on a 2.8 GHz Pentium IV, 533 MHz bus,
commodity PC (running debian gnu linux). In a more realistic example we ran TsukubaBB with the new bound on
a problem instance with 14 sequences (and their reverse complements) taken from the yeast promoter database SCPD
[15] for REB1 transcription factor binding sites. The sequences were of length 250 to 900 with a harmonic mean
of approximately 467. The consensus given in SCPD was of length 7 with 20 sites known. Using these parameters,
pseudocounts of one for each base as a prior and the base composition of the input sequences (with their reverse
complements added, so really just g + c content) as the background model TsukubaBB found the optimal scoring
matrix in 574 minutes. We have confirmed that most of the known sites found in SCPD closely match our results.
5. Discussion and conclusion
We have presented the first positive theoretical result on the general complexity of matrix based motif discovery.
The result is an efficient algorithm if the motif width w grows very slowly with the number of sequences n. On the
other hand, Li et al. [12,13] proved that this problem is NP-hard (and developed a polynomial time approximation
scheme for a kind of column independent additive score). Akutsu et al. [1] show that the usual maximum likelihood
score is hard to approximate (APX-hard) when the motif width is allowed to be as large as (n25). This is of course
an unrealistic situation. As those authors mention, a refinement of that proof could possibly reduce n25 to a smaller
order polynomial but any reduction of the sort they use, in which each variable in an NP-hard problem is mapped to
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how should w grow with n? In some sense it should not grow at all—the number of bases a DNA binding protein
interacts with is determined by physics not statistics. In another sense, since more sequences give more information to
estimate model parameters with, perhaps it should grow as a relatively slow function such as log(n). We pose an open
question: what is the complexity of matrix based motif discovery for w = O(logn)? Note that for DNA, even for
w = 20, σw is not an impossible number for modern computers. Indeed O(σw) time exact methods for consensus,
rather than matrix based motif discovery, are easy to design (many references can be found in [14]) and are still
a popular alternative despite the fact that the matrix methods have more expressive power.
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